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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines how individual investors respond when investment costs change.
Using a proprietary dataset provided by the Vanguard Group based in Malvern, PA, I compare
529 plans to see if plans experience increased net cash flow when there is a decrease in the
annual asset-based expense ratio of a plan compared to a plan with no expense change.
Assuming that investors are rational and investment costs are meaningful relative to other
factors, investment cost will factor into their decision making process. Decreasing a plan’s
expense compared to another plan that keeps its expense ratio unchanged, should result in the
first attracting more new account owners and ultimately larger cash flow growth. My research
fails to find evidence that investors respond to a change in plans’ expense ratios. This suggests
that other market attributes such as state tax-incentives, plan policy incentives, and information
presentation are more important determinants of investor behavior than plan expenses.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Publicly available financial and accounting disclosures influence investor behavior.1
Investor’s use of public disclosures, market information, and market expectations create efficient
markets. Yet, it is hard to identify changes in the behavior of individual investors because large
institutional investors have greater influence on market outcomes. To circumvent this limitation, I
exploit the State-Sponsored Section § 529 College Savings Plan market (529 plans), which is free
of large institutional investors and thus provides a market reflective of individual investor
behavior.

I investigate the impact a change in expenses, the annual asset-based expense ratio, has
on investors’ cash flows in 529 plans. I use a proprietary data set of 529 plans provided by
Vanguard to conduct my analysis. I use a difference in differences (DID) analysis to test if a
change in the annual asset-based expense ratio of a 529 plan influences investor behavior. An
analysis of individual investors in the College Savings 529 Plan market should reveal investors
respond to decreasing expense and invest in lower cost 529 plans. If the test results show
decreasing expenses has no effect on investor decision making then a possible explanation is that

1

For discussion, see Healy and Palepu (2000).
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other factors including a local bias, state tax-incentives, plan policy incentives, and information
presentation are more important determinants of investor behavior than plan expenses.

3

Chapter 2
Background: 529 Qualified Tuition Plans

History
The United States Securities and Exchange Commission defines a 529 plan as, “a taxadvantaged savings plan designed to encourage saving for future college costs. 529 plans, legally
known as “qualified tuition plans,” are sponsored by states, state agencies, or educational
institutions and are authorized by Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code.”2 529 plans are very
comparable to other investment vehicles, such as a 401(k)s or IRA plans. 529 plans invest
investors’ contributions into mutual funds or other similar investments. An important difference
between investing directly in mutual funds versus a 529 plan is regulatory oversight. Even
though 529 plans offer mutual funds’ investments, 529 plans are municipal securities and
therefore not subject to the same federal regulatory oversight as the mutual fund industry. This
has and still affects how 529 plans determine plan features and how they present information. A
529 plan typically offers several investment options to choose from, ranging from low-risk
money market portfolios to riskier aggressive growth portfolios.3 The Iowa 529 plan, for
example, offers investors four age-based savings tracks that gives investors aggressive growth to
conservative growth paths that allocates their portfolio across Vanguard funds to reduce risk as
the beneficiary gets older. In addition to the four age-based tracks, investors can select to invest

2
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Definition from “SEC.gov | Introduction to 529 Plans.”
"What Is a 529 Plan." Savingforcollege.com. Saving for College LLC, n.d. Web. 10 Nov. 2015.
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in ten different individual portfolios. The investor’s account increases and decreases in value
based on the performance of the underlying assets. 529 plans can be savings plans as described
above or they could be prepaid plans. Prepaid plans allow investors to purchase college credits
today at current prices (plus a small premium) and then use those credits whenever. For my
research, I will only examine the savings plan option. College saving plans were created by
states as far back as the 1980s, but Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) wasn’t
passed until 1996, officially establishing the 529 plan known today.4 By 2000, approximately 30
plans were offered by states and this number has grown to 112 today.5

Plan Attributes
529 plans have grown in popularity in part due to tax advantages. Originally IRC 529
stated that 529 plan investments grew tax free with earnings taxable upon distribution. The
Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act (EGTRRA) of 2001 extended the tax-free
treatment to distributions if they are withdrawn for qualified education expenses.6 Many states
also offer a state income tax deduction for 529 plan contributions. Some states even extend taxfree treatment to contributions to other states’ qualified tuitions plans. For example, for
Pennsylvania residents’, contributions to Pennsylvania and to non-Pennsylvania plans are both
deductible in calculating Pennsylvania taxable income. This policy reduces local bias and
broadens the scope of plans Pennsylvania residents should consider. In other states however such

“What Is a 529 Plan.” Savingforcollege.com.
"History of 529 Plans." Collegesavings.com. College Savings Plans Netowrk, n.d. Web. 2 Nov. 2015
6
“History of 529 Plans.” Collegesavings.com.
4

5
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as South Carolina, only contributions to a South Carolina plan, but NOT a non-South Carolina
plan are deductible in calculating South Carolina taxable income. For investors in this later
group, a change in another states expense is of lesser consideration in their plan selection
process, because they will forgo the income tax benefit of their home state’s plan when selecting
another state’s plan.

Investors’ funds are also typically transferable to another beneficiary and/or 529 plan
without income tax consequences.7 Non-penalized transfer should encourage current 529 plan
account owners to transfer funds to more cost-effective plans. EGTRRA also enacted estate tax
benefits. 529 plan contributions are defined as completed gifts and thus are excluded from
donors’ estates. Contrary to other completed gifts, donors have control of investment allocations
and can change beneficiaries and direct distributions.

Fees and Expenses
Fees and expenses differ between 529 plans, making them an important consideration for
potential investors. 529 plans charge an expense ratio also known as the total annual asset-based
fee for each portfolio option offered. This expense ratio may be the same for all portfolio options
within a plan or may differ across portfolios. According to Savingforcollege.com’s 2015 fee
study, the expense ratios range anywhere from 0.00% for some states’ savings options to 2.60%

7
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for Kansas’s Learning Quest Advisor Class C investment option.8 This large variation in fees
between plans and investment options exemplifies the importance of investor’s consideration of
expense. For example, assume investor John Doe puts in an investment of $10,000 today into
Plan A with an annual return of 7%, also assume the plan manager charges an annual asset-based
fee of 50 bps. In 18 years when investor Doe’s son or daughter is ready to go to college the
investment will have grown to $31,067. Assume investor Doe also could have chosen Plan B that
invests in the same portfolio of assets, but with an annual asset-based fee of 25 bps. A portfolio
invested in plan B would have been worth $32,406 after 18 years. Thus, the difference in
expense ratio can make a significant difference in final portfolio value, especially over longer
periods of time. In addition to the annual expense ratio, most plans also charge a determined
annual account maintenance fee. Many plans waive this fee if certain actions are met such as the
use of electronic delivery. 529 plans also charge for various transactions such as; returned check,
priority delivery, wire transfers, request for historical statements, etc. The various additional fees
ultimately impact investors’ total expenses, but the annual expense ratio is the largest expense
investors face.

8

“Finding the Lowest-Cost 529 Savings Plans.” Savingforcollege.com. N.p., n.d. Web. 1 Apr. 2016.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review

Household Finance

Despite the numerous benefits of 529 plans, investors are still challenged with intricacies
that complicate the investing process. These complexities range from changing fee structures to
incentivized advisors influencing investors to sub-optimal fund selection.

An issue of particular concern for households and retail investors is behavioral biases.
Behavioral finance is a field within finance that proposes psychology-based theories to explain
investor behavior.9 Although financial institutions have the necessary resources to make
decisions cognizant of all, or nearly all, information which should result in rational decision
making, households likely lack such resources and therefore display irrational behaviors when
faced with complex financial situations. In prior work Campbell (2006) finds that household
investment mistakes inhibit welfare-improving financial innovation. Campbell’s research
compares what is known about what households actually do—positive household finance—with
our body of knowledge about what households should do—normative household finance.
Campbell argues the difference between positive household finance and normative household
finance defines “investment mistakes” Because this analysis is on 529 plans, the investment

9

“Behavioral Finance Definition.” Investopedia.com. Investopedia LLC, n.d. Web. 6 Nov. 2015.
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decisions made here more likely reflect those of households rather than financial institutions.
Therefore, we can examine the occurrence of “investment mistakes”.

Market Awareness

One reason households may not participate in a market is a lack of knowledge of the
market’s existence. Guiso and Jappelli (2005) found that based on results of the 1995 and 1998
Bank of Italy Surveys of Household Income and Wealth (SHIW) 35% of potential investors were
unaware of stocks, and 50% of mutual funds. Investors who are aware and participate in markets,
may still be unaware of all the investment options available. Arora and Marwaha (2013)
surveyed 100 individual financial market investors in Punjab. Investors were most aware of
equity investments, moderately aware of mutual funds, and least aware of derivative
investments. Thus, investors in Punjab may not be investing in derivatives, not because they are
inferior investments, but because they simply are not aware of their presence in the Punjab
financial market. 529 plan investors are aware of the 529 market, but may not be aware of the
entirety of offerings and the differences between plans.

Local Bias

For those households that do participate in markets, the diversification of their
investments is impacted by numerous biases. French and Poterba (1991) found that in spite of the
inarguable benefits of international diversification, most investors held most of their wealth in
domestic assets. At the time, 98% of the equity portfolio of Japanese investors were held

9

domestically, 94% for U.S, and 82% for Britain. These cases are examples of local bias. Local
bias is the preference for local securities exhibited by investors. The lack of diversification in this
research appeared to be the result of investor choice, not institutional constraints. Thus, belief
that domestic returns will exceed those in other markets may be one reason for local bias. French
and Poterba illustrated local bias on an international vs. domestic scale, but the local bias can
also take a narrower scope. Huberman’s research provides more evidence on local bias.
Huberman (2001) finds that people typically tend to overinvest in Regional Bell Operating
Companies (RBOC) such as a local telecommunications company. He argues theory would
suggest a person diversify and invest less in the RBOC serving him/her than those operating in
other parts of the country because the RBOC’s performance and returns are more positively
correlated with the household’s well-being. Investing in the other RBOCs would better hedge the
investor’s portfolio. Yet, households prefer what is familiar and continue to invest in their local
RBOC. Some State-Sponsored 529 plans have specific policies or are governed by state
legislation that promotes local bias. Even plans that are not subjugated to policy or legislation
that is responsible for local bias, still may experience it due to marketing tactics, or simply the
tendency for investors to invest in the familiar.

Information Channels

Another factor that might impact an investor’s 529 plan choice is the medium in which
information is presented. The explosion of the internet and digital technologies completely
changed investor information consumption. Kelton and Pennington (2012) researched the impact
of alternative presentation formats on investor decision making. They compared hyperlinked

10

financial information to paper-based financial information. Their results showed presentation
format did not affect investors’ overall judgements, but did impact time. Investors using
hyperlinks made similar decisions to those using paper-based information, but did so more
quickly. Paper-based users did however display content effects due to the management letter.
They gave more favorable forward-looking judgments than those who did not receive said letter.
Hyperlink users’ forward-looking judgements were unchanged by the management letter. Thus,
the way information is presented does hold the potential to affect investor decision making. 529
plan market participants receive expense information in various forms including paper-based and
digital based. Plans use mailed statements, annual disclosure documents, E-mails, website
updates, and other marketing efforts to inform current and potential investors of new plan
offerings and expense changes. Unexpected investor decisions may be due to the channel of
information presentation.

Mutual Funds

Understanding mutual funds and the relative nuances is important for households
investing in the 529 College Savings Plan market. Investing in the 529 market is essentially
investing in mutual funds because all the underlying investments in 529 plans are various mutual
or index funds. Mutual funds are a type of investment that pools investors’ money together to
purchase a collection of stocks, bonds, or other securities that a single investor would likely be
unable to do on their own.10 Funds can be either actively or passively managed. Actively
10
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managed funds use portfolio managers to buy and sell securities strategically to try and beat a
benchmark index. Passively managed funds do not buy and sell as much and typically try to
match a benchmark index. The absence of frequent buying and selling in passively managed
funds results in lower fees than a comparable actively managed fund. The expense attributes of
active versus passive funds directly impacts 529 plan expenses. 529 plans with low cost
investment options invest in passive funds and plans with higher cost investment options invest
in active funds. Investors should choose their plan partially based on whether they prefer a low
cost passive fund investment or believe superior returns can be achieved from an active fund.

Two distinct categories of fees fund investors face are transaction expenses and
operating expenses. Transaction expenses are charged to investors for specific transactions such
as a front-end sales charge for purchasing shares in a fund. Operating expenses are expenses
incurred by the fund to carry out normal operation of the fund and are passed on to investor in
the form of an annual expense ratio. The expense ratio represents the percentage of investor
assets required to pay for this fee. Fee structures vary between funds and ultimately affect real
returns, making them an important consideration for households. There has been a significant
amount of research conducted on the relationship between management fees and returns.
Volkman and Wohar (1995) find no evidence of persistent abnormal returns in funds with high
fees, but did find evidence in funds with low fees when using net returns. Haslem (2003)
concludes that actively managed mutual funds underperform passively managed ones. He notes
fund net returns are negatively related to expenses (which are higher for actively managed
funds), and that higher portfolio turnover leads to lower fund net returns relative to benchmark
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indices (active funds have higher turnover). He concludes investors should buy low-expense
index funds. Haselm’s conclusion further supports the notion that investors in the 529 market
should respond to expense changes and invest in plans with lower investment costs because in
markets lower cost funds usually outperform their high cost counterparts. Despite the obvious
importance, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the SEC found in a survey in 1996
that over 80% of mutual fund investors did not know how much their funds charge. If 529
market participants do respond to expense change, it could be due to the continuation of investor
expense unawareness discovered in the survey above.

Financial Literacy

The financial literacy and aptitude of retail investors has been questioned, many pointing
to evidence of costly investment mistakes as a sign they lack financial competence. Fisch and
Wilkinson-Ryan (2014) designed an experiment to learn how investors use information to make
decisions about investments. They asked participants to allocate funds among ten mutual fund
alternatives in a simulated investment game. They also added experimental manipulation to test
the effect of instruction on the importance of mutual fund fees on the participants’ allocations.
The participants allocated more money, on average, to higher-value funds. Some even reacted to
the fee instructions and in response invested into funds with lower fees. Yet, overall the effect of
the instructions was limited, and most investors did not identify and avoid investing in inferior
funds.

13
529 College Savings Plans

The College Savings 529 market’s youth relative to the mutual fund industry explains the
shallow amount of research conducted on this market. The research that has been done does
show similarities in findings to that of the mutual fund industry.

Alexander, Luna, and Frischmann (2005) were three of the earlier academics to examine
the 529 market. Their research analyzed the tax and nontax factors which impacted investors’
choices of 529 plans. The dataset used spans between October 2001 and September 2003, an
ideal time to analyze as investments in 529 plans tripled due to the enactment of the Economic
Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001. After gathering account information for 77
plans and regressing tax and nontax attributes, Alexander and Luna found investors are investing
more in plans with higher fees, regardless of state tax benefits. This is agreeable to other
financial research which suggests investors are willing to use brokers to reduce information
search costs. They also propose that ill-informed investor’s may be choosing higher fee plans
due to detrimental marketing information and commission incentivized brokers. High search
costs forced investors to act sub-optimally. Ultimately, they could find no evidence of investors
choosing optimally and selecting plans based on fee structure and tax-benefits.

Shortly after Alexander and Luna’s previous research, more information on 529 plans
became available including; investment performance, fees, and state tax benefit information.
Increased disclosure was driven by the efforts of the College Savings Plans Network which
initiated this effort because they felt 529 investors were receiving incomplete information.
Alexander and Luna (2006) reexamined the 529 market to see how an increase in information

14

impacted investor behavior and expanded their data set to cover the time period from December
2001 to March 2005. They found investors responded to the increased disclosure by investing in
funds with nominally higher historic returns.

Alexander and Luna took an even closer look at 529 plan data to further examine investor
behavior and the options available at the time. They used an enhanced version of the FamaFrench model to perform analysis of 529 plans offered from 2001 to 2005. They found that while
investors do pick plans based on past performance, they invest in funds with return diminishing
high fees.11 Thus, more information was partially effective, yet investors still did not allocate
most optimally.

Bogan (2014) challenges the proposition of Alexander, Luna, Frischmann (2005). Bogan
does not think investors base their investment decision on detrimental marketing and invest in
high fee plans for that reason. Bogan analyzed 529 plan data from 2002 to 2006. She finds a
positive relationship between states’ tax rates and their 529 fees. Bogan argues investors are
attracted to plans based on their tax incentives, and thus fund companies decide their fees in
correlation to state tax incentives. As a result, higher tax incentives set by states that are meant to
help investors instead enable investment firms to charge excess fees and steal the intended
benefit.

11

Alexander, Raquel Meyer, and LeAn Luna. “An Analysis of Individual Investors Response to Disclosures about Fee,
Taxes, and Returns: A Study in College Savings Plans - Delivery.php.” Web. 9 Dec. 2015.
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Factors in the 529 plan selection process can be categorized as affecting real returns and
those not affecting real returns. Factors that affect returns include tax incentives, investment
option expected return, investment option volatility, and expenses. All these factors ultimately
have an effect on the expected real return or real return investors will receive and should be
considered with great scrutiny. Factors not affecting returns include human biases and marketing.
These might affect investor decision making though they should not. My research aims to answer
the question; how do investors respond to decreasing investment expense? If they do respond to
decreasing investment expense, it indicates they recognize the importance of expense on real
returns. If tests show investors’ plan selection decisions do not appear to incorporate expense,
then I will discuss possible explanations or factors that investors deem more important to select a
plan.

16

Chapter 4
Methodology

Data

The dataset used in this research was obtained through the generosity of The Vanguard
Group, the investment management company based in Malvern, PA. There is no legislation that
requires 529 College Savings Plan managers to publish data for public consumption. All plans
release an annual disclosure document outlining plan features, costs, and performance, but
historical disclosures and data are not readily available. The scarcity of data is a limitation when
studying the 529 market, but fortunately Bill Shaw, Relationship Administrator at Vanguard,
agreed to provide historical data on all Vanguard managed plans. These plans are; the Nevada
Vanguard 529 Plan, the Missouri 529 Plan, the New York 529 Plan, the Iowa 529 Plan, and the
Colorado 529 Plan. The data dates back to plan inception or to the date of management takeover
by Vanguard. The data dates back to January 2000 for the Iowa plan, October 2004 for the
Colorado plan, June 2006 for the Missouri plan, December 2002 for the Nevada plan, and
November 2003 for the New York plan. All data for each plans is provided up to December
2015. Though a larger sample size that included all plans would be preferable and better reflect
investor behavior in the 529 market, the fact the plans are all managed by the same plan manager
ensures comparable investment options. All of the Vanguard plans offer the same age-based
portfolio investments to participants with the exception of Nevada and Missouri additionally
offering a few stand-alone fund options.

17

The data Vanguard provided was historical monthly net cash flows, historical monthly
assets under management, historical monthly total account owners, and historical expense ratios.
Despite the multiple investment options per plan, Vanguard managed plans have one annual
asset based expense ratio for all investment options offered in a state, and said ratios differ and
change at different times between states.

Analysis
I use difference in differences, a statistical technique common in econometrics and other
quantitative research, to analyze investor behavior. This approach measures the effect of a treatment on an
outcome by comparing the average change over time of a treatment group versus a control group. In my
experiment there are two groups and two time periods. One group is exposed to the treatment (here a
change in cost) in period two, but not in period one. The second group is not exposed to the treatment (not
exposed to the change in cost in either period). The entirety of the difference at time period two is not
because of the exposure of the treatment. Since the treatment and control group started out at different
points, difference in difference calculates the difference that would have resulted had neither group been
exposed to the treatment. The effect of the treatment is thus the difference between the actual outcome
and what the normal outcome would have been (without the treatment). A key assumption in difference in
differences is the trend observed in the control group approximates what would have happened in the
treatment group if the treatment did not occur. Another assumption made is that any change, other than
expense, that occurs during the tests has the same effect on both the treatment and control plan. I use
multiple regression to estimate the difference in differences effects.
To conduct meaningful difference in differences tests, I first define the treatment to be a change
in the annual asset-based expense ratio of the age-based portfolios. Then I had to scan my data to find
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appropriate samples. My tests require that I choose one state as the control group and one state as the
treatment group. To do this, I search through the data to find twenty-four-month time periods in which
one state had no treatment (change in expense ratio), while another state had treatment at sometime
between the seven and seventeen-month mark in the twenty-four-month period. These requirements
derived twenty-six tests. Some combinations of states were used for more than one test. If a combination
of states were used in more than one test, the time period of each test was changed and/or the treatment
state and control state may have been reversed.
For each test, monthly net cash flow was the dependent variable. A binary dummy factor for
treatment, a binary dummy factor for time period, and an interaction factor of the treatment and time
factors were all independent variables. 0 represented the control state plan and 1 represented the treatment
state plan in the treatment dummy factor. 0 represented period 1 and 1 represented period 2 in the time
period dummy factor. I used Microsoft Excel to run all the multiple regression analyses.

Example Test
To illustrate the testing explained above, I will use the IA_NY_2 (pg. 48 in the appendix) test as
an example. In this specific test the Iowa 529 plan is the treatment plan and the New York 529 plan is the
control plan. It is important to note that the Iowa 529 plan and New York 529 plan are essentially
identical in respect to their underlying investment options, yet the expense ratios are different throughout
time. It is important the plans are essentially identically for a DID analysis, because if the plans had
drastically different investment offerings the tests would not be able to attribute net cash flows to expense
changes and instead increases or decreases in net cash flows may be due to superior investment offerings
of one plan over the other. The test tests monthly data over a two-year period from September 2006August 2008. The annual asset based expense ratio for Iowa at the beginning of the test (Sept 2006) is 65
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bps, and New York’s is 55 bps. At the twelve-month mark the treatment is applied. This means that in the
month of September 2007 Iowa reduces its expense ratio by 13 bps down to 52 bps and New York’s
expense ratio remains unchanged at 55 bps. Thus Iowa’s 529 plan became cheaper than before and should
see increased net cash flows, compared to New York’s plan which did not lower expenses.

Figure 1. IA_NY_2 Excel Data

20
Figure 1 above illustrates how the data is organized in Excel for multiple regression analysis. The net cash
flows (Net CF) of both plans are housed in one column. The treatment column uses the dummy variable 1
to identify if the plan received treatment, or uses 0 to identify the control plan. In this example the cash
flows with 1 next to them in the “Treatment (indep)” column are from the Iowa plan and those with a 0
next to them are form the New York plan. In the “time (b/a)” column the dummy variables 1 and 0 are again
used, 0 indicating the net cash flow is from before the treatment and 1 after the treatment. As shown above,
net cash flows for both plans occurring between September 2006 and August 2007 receive a 0 in column
“time (b/a)” indicating these flows occurred before the treatment (Iowa expense decrease) and net cash
flows for both plans occurring between September 2007 and August 2008 receive a 1 in column “time
(b/a)” indicating these flows occurred after the treatment (Iowa expense decrease). The column containing
dates was not used in the regression and is there to further clarify this example.

Figure 2. IA_NY_2 Net Cash Flows Graph
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The example outlined above is presented graphically in Figure 2. The vertical green line located
above the Sept 2007 tick mark represents the treatment or the decrease in Iowa’s expense ratio. After this
treatment I expect Iowa to have a greater increase in net cash flow than New York since it became
relatively less expensive. The regression ran (pg. 48) for this test found a positive beta coefficient of
5,465,290 indicating Iowa, the treatment plan saw cash inflow relative to the control plan, New York.

Summary Statistics
The data samples used in tests spanned from August 2004 to September 2015. The testing
requirements resulted in a total sample size of 1,248 net cash flows. The monthly net cash flows for
control and treatment states have a mean of $28,103,280 and a standard deviation of $38,472,015. The
monthly net cash flows had a range of $319,281, 337 with a minimum of -$116,709,920 and a maximum
of $202,571,417.
The annual asset-based expense ratios in the tested sample has a minimum of 16 bps and a
maximum of 75 bps. The treatment in my tests, a decrease in the expense ratio occurred once per
regression thus resulting in 26 expense changes. The mean decrease in expense of a treatment plan was
7.96 bps and the standard deviation was 6.31 bps. The decrease in expense had a range of 23 bps with a
minimum of 1 bps and a maximum of 24 bps.

Results

This section presents regression-based estimates of individual investors’ responses to decreasing
expense ratios. All treatments are decreases in expense, never an increase. The difference in differences
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estimated by the multiple regression analysis is always the difference between the treatment and control
group. The beta coefficient of the interaction term, listed below in the “Beta” column in table 1, is the
difference in differences estimate. A negative beta coefficient indicates a cash outflow in the treatment
state relative to the control state and a positive beta coefficient indicates a cash inflow in the treatment
state relative to the control state.

Table 1 Difference in Differences: Multiple Regression Analysis

Time Period

Expense

Treatment Control

Beta

Std. Error

P - value

Decrease (Bps)
Sept 09- Nov 11

16

IA

CO

-2,663,870

5,366,254

.622

Aug 11- Jul 13

6

IA

CO

-1,453,908

6,003,149

.810

Jul 08-Jun 10

23

CO

MO

-204,670

3,271,990

.950

Jun 12- May 14

6

CO

MO

2,050,756

5,877,868

.729

Sept 13- Aug 15

7

CO

MO

1,778,972

6,985,300

.800

Sept 06- Aug 08

13

IA

MO

-1,501,373

5,872,973

.799

Jul 08- Jun 10

2

IA

MO

-234,301

3,899,632

.952

Aug 11- Jul 13

6

IA

MO

-108,820

6,107,302

.986

Oct 13- Sept 15

2

IA

MO

-548,180

7,848,301

.945

Dec 09- Nov 11

19

NV

CO

5,545,855

10,453,940

.600

Oct 04- Sept 06

5

NV

IA

6,133,751

7,157,187

.400

Aug 11- Jul 13

6

IA

NV

-14,843,958

12,325,438

.235

Sept 12- Aug 14

4

NV

IA

8,846,794

14,449,266

.544

Jun 08- May 10

6

NV

MO

6,673,947

6,013,289

.273

Sept 12- Aug 14

4

NV

MO

7,372,143

13,758,917

.595
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Oct 13- Sept 15

2

NV

MO

9,172,907

13,638,258

.505

Dec 09- Nov 11

24

NY

CO

-12,273,383

23,288,510

.601

May 11- Apr 13

8

NY

CO

7,351,098

24,503,450

.766

Jun 12- May 14

6

CO

NY

-42,643,849

27,593,740

.129

Aug 04- Jul 06

2

NY

IA

15,410,563

21,283,006

.473

Sept 06- Aug 08

13

IA

NY

5,465,290

22,850,317

.812

Jul 08- Jun 10

6

NY

MO

17,038,633

15,895,305

.290

May 11- Apr 13

8

NY

MO

8,726,468

24,516,317

.724

Oct 13- Sept 15

1

NY

MO

5,985,259

32,227,123

.854

May 11- Apr 13

8

NY

NV

-3,960,062

26,773,853

.883

Sept 12- Aug 14

4

NV

NY

3,744,651

33,004,968

.910

The diff in diff estimators ranged from -42,643,849 to 17,038,633 with a mean of 1,340,983. These
estimators mean plans typically saw a small increase in monthly net cash flow after treatment compared
to the control plan, yet there were cases in which the treatment plan experienced a decrease in monthly
net cash flow compared to the control plan as well as increases much larger than the mean. In Table 2
above, the betas and standard errors were rounded to a whole number, and p-values were rounded to the
third decimal place. The diff in diff estimators (interaction coefficient) was not statistically significant for
any regression ran.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
My research fails to find evidence that 529 plan investors significantly alter behavior when
presented with a change in expense.
One explanation for the lack of change in behavior of investors is that different market
factors have a larger influence on behavior than expenses. The main factors to consider when
choosing a plan are expenses, investment options, state tax advantages, and federal tax advantages.
Thus, it is likely that the later three factors listed above have a stronger influence on investor
behavior than expenses as studied in this research.

529 Tax Incentives
Investor demographics suggest state and federal tax advantages are likely the most
influential on investor behavior. The United States Government Accountability Office (GAO)
found in a 2010 study that less than 3% of families saved in a 529 plan or Coverdells account.12
The data derived from the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF) showed even in families who
consider saving for college an important priority, still less than 1 out of 10 had a 529 plan. The
study found families with accounts had roughly 25 times the median financial assets and 3 times
the median income than those without. Some experts believe wealthier households are more likely
to participate due to greater tax benefits than less wealthy households. For example, a 2009
analysis conducted by the United States Treasury Department found households in the top bracket

12

See United States Government Accountability Office (2012) for full report on study findings.
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can increase college savings by 39% with a 529 plan, married couples with an income between
$137,000 and $209,000 can increase college savings by 35% with a plan, while households earning
less than $68,000 can increase savings by 22% with a plan.13 Thus, larger tax incentives give
wealthier households more incentive to participate.
Additional evidence supporting the theory that tax incentives drive cash flow into 529 plans
is the cyclical nature of cash flow in the data set. All five plans exhibit the same cyclical cash flow
nature. July and August tend to be the lowest amount of net cash flow (sometimes negative), while
December and January are typically the months with the largest net cash flow. July and August
usually have negative net cash flow in all plans except Nevada. Nevada requires an initial
investment of $3,000 compared to most plans requirement of $25 dollars. The reason all plans
lowest month of net cash flow is July or August is because that is when many account owners are
using distributions from the plans to pay for college expenses. Estate planning is responsible for
the highest net cash flow coming in December or January. 529 plans are often used as estate
planning tools and people tend to make their yearly gifting contributions through 529 plans. Gifting
deadlines are done on a calendar year so investors tend to make those gifts in December. January
is also usually very high because even if Vanguard receives a check in January that was intended
for prior year contribution, Vanguard counts the prior year contribution, but records the cash flow
in the month the check was received. One primary benefit of estate planning is the reduction of tax
expenses on the household, further supporting that tax advantages drive investor cash flow in 529
plans.

13

See United States Department of Treasury (2009) for full report on findings.
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529 Local Effect
Another reason for the results of this research is the financial concept of, “local bias”. Local
bias is the tendency for people to invest in what is near or familiar to them. For U.S stock market
investors it is the tendency to invest in domestic equities, instead of diversity in foreign equities.
In the case of 529 plans home state bias is further encouraged by the policies of many plans that
decrease competition. For example, the 2009 Treasury Department Report found that at the time
34 of the 42 states that have both an income tax and offer a state sponsored 529 plan also offer
either a state income tax deduction or credit for contributions to their 529 plan.14 Only five of those
states also offer a deduction or credit for contributions by in-state residents to 529 plans offered
by other states. Also, 13 states further encourage home state bias by excluding all or some 529
plan account balances from assets used to calculate eligibility for state student financial aid. Yet,
none of these states offer a similar policy regarding 529 account balances held by in-state residents
in the plans of other states. These policies strongly incentivize households to invest in their home
state’s plan even if other plans offer superior investment options, including comparable plans with
lower expense ratios. Local bias infiltrates 529 plan marketing as well.

14

See United States Department of Treasury (2009) for full report on findings.
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Figure 3. PA529 Web Marketing

Figure 3 above is a screen captured image from pa529.com, the Pennsylvania 529 plan’s official
website. This advertisement is specifically targeting Pennsylvania residents, promising “special
treatment”. Once clicked on the ad redirects potential investors to an informative webpage
explaining plan benefits. It mentions a few resident specific benefits including the fact that as a
Pennsylvania resident investor, contributions are deductible from PA state income tax. The
webpage and advertisement attempt to portray this benefit as specific to investing in the PA 529
plan, when in fact Pennsylvania allows contributions to any 529 plan to be tax deductible. These
529 market forces further explain why investors do not respond to changes in expense in my
research. They face home state bias and thus do not respond to decreasing expenses in plans offered
by other states.
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529 Information Presentation
A different possible explanation for the results of my research revolves around the idea that
how investors receive information affects their behavior. As referenced in my literature review
prior research including research conducted by Kelton and Pennington (2012) provides evidence
that the medium of information presentation can affect investor behavior. 529 plans typically
update account owners of an expense decrease through the following actions; a supplement or
update to the plan’s Program Description, website updates, direct mail, press releases, brochures,
and other marketing channels. Investor awareness of these various updates as well as their
interpretation can be responsible for a lack of response. Also, investors are very unlikely to
consistently review program descriptions of different plans to choose the most optimal plan.
Likewise, investors’ time may simply be more valuable than the savings they could receive through
further plan research and optimal selection. For example, investor John Doe may be referred by a
friend or see marketing materials on his home state’s 529 plan, plan A. Assume investor Doe
selects plan A and at the end of the year his account value is $5,000. Plan A’s annual asset based
expense ratio is 50 bps and therefore he pays $25 dollars. Assume Doe could have invested in Plan
B with the exact same investment options as plan A and thus would also have an account balance
of $5,000 at the end of the year. Also, assume plan B’s annual asset based expense ratio is 25 bps
and therefore had investor Doe selected plan B be he would only pay $12.50 in fees. Although it
seems investor Doe made a mistake and choose a more expensive plan, also assume his hourly
wage is $60 and it would have taken him two hours to discover and select plan B. Thus, it would
not be worth it for investor Doe to incur the search costs to discover and select plan B because two
hours of his time is worth $120 dollars and that effort would only save him $12.50. Not only will
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investors at times be unaware of other plans and expense changes because of infrequent
information searches, it also might simply not be worth their time.

Discussion
My research examines how 529 plan investors respond to new information, specifically
other investment options with decreasing expenses. My results would better represent the 529
market if I was able to obtain a larger sample size that included all plans offered.
Further research could benefit studying another market all together. Certain 529 plan
market characteristics prevent it from being a good representation of investor response to
expense. Market immaturity, market purpose, differing plan attributes, and difficult to control
shocks reduce my results applicability to household investors. First, the 529 market is only 20
years old. Compared to the stock market, bond market, and mutual fund market 529 plans are
still very new. Competitive market forces should continue to impact the market over time. The
529 market has a very specific purpose, to assist households saving for college. The majority of
investors also have a specific time horizon of approximately 18 years (the birth of a child until
they leave for college). This horizon is short relative to other markets and can force investors to
behave differently under a shortened time constraint. Home state bias as discussed earlier is
created due to differing plan attributes and creates a predetermined plan for many investors in the
529 market. They are forced to ignore cheaper plans or plans with better investment options to
capture state specific resident benefits. The state specific plan attributes also impacted the level
of control in statistical tests. If one state sponsored plan alters policies or a single state passes
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legislation that impacts resident 529 investors, while other plans and states do not, it is difficult
to control for those plan and state specific shocks.
An interesting avenue for further research would be to utilize investor specific
information to better learn how investors respond to new information in the 529 market.
Removing home state bias would be required for this further research. I would select one state
who does not have legislation and whose state-sponsored plan does not promote home state bias.
According to the plan disclosure, the Vanguard 529 plan sponsored by the state of Nevada is an
example of a plan and state that would meet these criteria. Nevada does not have a state income
tax nor does resident participation in the state-sponsored plan exclude the value of the account
from calculation of state financial aid. Thus, Nevada residents have no extra incentive to choose
the Nevada plan over any other plan. Nevada resident investor specific data would be free of
home state bias. A study could track the decision making of the Nevada residents and see what
529 plan they select and if they reallocate their portfolios when presented with new information
(expense reduction) or different investment options (various state plans).
A different market such as the 401(k) or individual retirement account (IRA) are both
potentially better markets to study to learn how individual investors respond to new information.
The IRS defines a 401(k) plan as,
“a defined contribution plan where an employee can make contributions from his
or her paycheck either before or after-tax, depending on the options offered in the
plan. The contributions go into a 401(k) account, with the employee often
choosing the investments based on options provided under the plan.”15

15

Definition from "Definitions." Irs.gov.
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Retirement account markets better represent the average investor and provide a larger sample
size because nearly all people must prepare for retirement through investing. According to a
Ghilarducci, Saad-Lessler, and Bahn (2015) 68% of the working age population (25-64) did not
have an employer-sponsored retirement plan such as a 401(k) for various reasons including; their
employer failed to provide one, they chose not to participate, they were not working. Despite this
statistic, this market is more telling of the average investor than the 529 market in which
approximately 3% of the population participates. Workers are typically presented with various
investment options including stocks, bonds, money market, mutual funds, and funds of the plan
administrator. Some investors suffer from default effects and remain invested in the default
portfolio for the life of their 401(k), while others reallocate their portfolio based on investment
option attributes. It would be interesting to see how individual investors allocated their portfolios
in this market and if new information such as changes in expense or new investment offerings
impact decision-making.
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Appendix A
Multiple Regression Analyses
IA - CO 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.081131
R Square
0.006582
Adjusted R Square -0.06115
Standard Error
9164623
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

SS
MS
3 2.45E+13 8.16E+12
44 3.7E+15 8.4E+13
47 3.72E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error t Stat
Intercept
9105624 2898108 3.14192
Treatment (indep) 1087646 4098544 0.265374
time (b/a)
1649994 3794514 0.434837
interaction term -2663870 5366254 -0.49641

F Significance F
0.09718 0.961182

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%Lower 95.0%
Upper 95.0%
0.003 3264871 14946377 3264871 14946377
0.791961 -7172427 9347718 -7172427 9347718
0.665806 -5997347 9297335 -5997347 9297335
0.622075 -1.3E+07 8151103 -1.3E+07 8151103
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IA - CO 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.199408186
R Square
0.039763625
Adjusted R Square -0.025707037
Standard Error
10397759.04
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

3
44
47

SS
MS
1.96988E+14 6.57E+13
4.75699E+15 1.08E+14
4.95398E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error
Intercept
10326554.59
3001574.491
Treatment (indep) -3068433.882
4244867.354
time (b/a)
1944428.692
4244867.354
interaction term
-1453907.646
6003148.983

t Stat
3.440379
-0.72286
0.458066
-0.24219

F Significance F
0.60735 0.613768

P-value Lower 95%
0.001283 4277279
0.473593 -1.2E+07
0.649159 -6610539
0.809758 -1.4E+07

Upper 95% Lower 95.0%
Upper 95.0%
16375830.49 4277279 16375830
5486534.142 -1.2E+07 5486534
10499396.72 -6610539 10499397
10644644.16 -1.4E+07 10644644

CO - MO 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.447204378
R Square
0.199991755
Adjusted R Square
0.145445739
Standard Error
5151869.817
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
MS
F Significance F
2.91944E+14 9.73E+13 3.666478 0.019203
1.16784E+15 2.65E+13
1.45978E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error
5400518.63
1249511.966
1984312.732
1767076.769
5097027.926
2313646.586
-204669.8389
3271990.381

t Stat
4.322102
1.122935
2.203028
-0.06255

P-value Lower 95%
8.7E-05 2882293
0.267555 -1576996
0.032875 434179.6
0.950406 -6798933

Upper 95% Lower 95.0%
Upper 95.0%
7918744.53 2882293 7918745
5545621.953 -1576996 5545622
9759876.234 434179.6 9759876
6389593.478 -6798933 6389593
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CO - MO 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.461259492
R Square
0.212760319
Adjusted R Square
0.159084886
Standard Error
9857485.036
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
MS
F Significance F
1.1555E+15 3.85E+14 3.963831 0.013829
4.27548E+15 9.72E+13
5.43098E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error
3300774.847
2545191.692
6973338.257
3599444.61
5116183.513
4156280.629
2050756.161
5877868.434

t Stat
P-value Lower 95%
1.296867 0.201437 -1828722
1.937337 0.05914 -280866
1.230952 0.22488 -3260250
0.348895 0.728833 -9795309

Upper 95% Lower 95.0%
Upper 95.0%
8430271.654 -1828722 8430272
14227542.21 -280866 14227542
13492616.72 -3260250 13492617
13896821.61 -9795309 13896822

CO - MO 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.468911221
R Square
0.219877734
Adjusted R Square
0.166687579
Standard Error
11714704.42
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
MS
F Significance F
1.7019E+15 5.67E+14 4.133805 0.011481
6.03831E+15 1.37E+14
7.74021E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error
t Stat
P-value Lower 95%
8416958.36
3904901.473 2.155485 0.036634 547146.5
9024094.418
5522364.623
1.6341 0.109374 -2105500
-7284959.804
4939353.077 -1.47488 0.147365 -1.7E+07
1778972.074
6985300.111 0.254674 0.800162 -1.2E+07

Upper 95% Lower 95.0%
Upper 95.0%
16286770.17 547146.5 16286770
20153689.01 -2105500 20153689
2669652.227 -1.7E+07 2669652
15856919.42 -1.2E+07 15856919
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IA - MO 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
0.431902196
Multiple R
0.186539507
R Square
0.131076292
Adjusted R Square
10172288.6
Standard Error
48
Observations
ANOVA
df
3
44
47

Regression
Residual
Total

F Significance F
MS
SS
1.04406E+15 3.48E+14 3.363301 0.026934
4.55292E+15 1.03E+14
5.59698E+15

Standard Error
Coefficients
2936486.78
12396276.37
4152819.429
9484181.727
4152819.429
-2437936.773
5872973.559
-1501373.597

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

t Stat
4.221465
2.283793
-0.58706
-0.25564

P-value Lower 95%
0.00012 6478176
0.027266 1114724
0.560167 -1.1E+07
0.799419 -1.3E+07

Upper 95.0%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0%
18314376.61 6478176 18314377
17853639.35 1114724 17853639
5931520.848 -1.1E+07 5931521
10334826.88 -1.3E+07 10334827

IA - MO 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.354253533
R Square
0.125495566
Adjusted R Square
0.065870264
Standard Error 6754360.041
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

3
44
47

SS
2.88063E+14
2.00734E+15
2.2954E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error
Intercept
7079769.718
1949815.794
Treatment (indep)
4989432.403
2757455.94
time (b/a)
-385235.8867
2757455.94
interaction term-234300.6575
3899631.588

MS
F Significance F
9.6021E+13 2.104737 0.113277
4.56214E+13

t Stat
3.630994138
1.809433228
-0.139706996
-0.060082767

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.000733 3150174 11009365
0.077218 -567855 10546720
0.889529 -5942523 5172051
0.952362 -8093492 7624890

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
3150174.191 11009365
-567854.8865 10546720
-5942523.176 5172051
-8093491.712 7624890
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IA - MO 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
0.098607674
Multiple R
0.009723473
R Square
-0.057795381
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error 10578157.4
48
Observations
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

3
44
47

SS
4.83435E+13
4.92349E+15
4.97183E+15

Standard Error
Coefficients
3053651.012
5272723.655
Intercept
4318514.676
1985397.056
Treatment (indep)
4318514.676
599341.1783
time (b/a)
6107302.024
interaction term-108820.1325

F Significance F
MS
1.61145E+13 0.144011 0.932971
1.11897E+14

t Stat
1.726694909
0.459740722
0.138784101
-0.017818037

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.091238 -881506 11426953
0.647966 -6717997 10688792
0.890254 -8104053 9302736
0.985865 -1.2E+07 12199638

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-881505.5782 11426953
-6717997.392 10688792
-8104053.269 9302736
-12417278.6 12199638

IA - MO 4
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.046023609
R Square
0.002118173
Adjusted R Square
-0.065919225
Standard Error
13593656.33
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
1.72587E+13
8.13065E+15
8.14791E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error
4287184.271
3924150.569
289831.3808
5549586.956
-893321.4375
5549586.956
-548180.2742
7848301.139

MS
F Significance F
5.75289E+12 0.031132 0.992507
1.84787E+14

t Stat
1.092512684
0.052225757
-0.160970797
-0.069846998

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.280554 -3621422 12195790
0.958585 -1.1E+07 11474289
0.872853 -1.2E+07 10291136
0.944632 -1.6E+07 15269031

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-3621421.544 12195790
-10894626.22 11474289
-12077779.04 10291136
-16365391.9 15269031
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NV - CO 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.776119913
R Square
0.60236212
Adjusted R Square
0.575250446
Standard Error
17531789.83
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
2.04868E+16
1.3524E+16
3.40108E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
9649857.721
5843929.944
37630321.33
8264564.985
669220.2349
7392051.644
5545854.686
10453939.69

MS
F Significance F
6.82895E+15 22.21781 6.54E-09
3.07364E+14

t Stat
1.651261705
4.553212589
0.090532408
0.530503796

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.105806 -2127809 21427525
4.15E-05 20974185 54286458
0.928275 -1.4E+07 15566921
0.59843 -1.6E+07 26614386

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-2127809.196 21427525
20974185.05 54286458
-14228480.96 15566921
-15522676.39 26614386

NV - IA 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.784411254
R Square
0.615301015
Adjusted R Square
0.589071539
Standard Error
12396612.36
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
1.0815E+16
6.76174E+15
1.75767E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
18501542.96
3578593.743
26614156.2
5060895.805
231323.7042
5060895.805
6133750.888
7157187.486

MS
F Significance F
3.60499E+15 23.45838 3.19E-09
1.53676E+14

t Stat
5.170059607
5.258783666
0.045708055
0.857005758

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
5.49E-06 11289361 25713725
4.08E-06 16414591 36813722
0.96375 -9968242 10430889
0.396085 -8290613 20558114

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
11289361.17 25713725
16414590.89 36813722
-9968241.6 10430889
-8290612.695 20558114
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IA - NV 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.791507775
R Square
0.626484557
Adjusted R Square
0.601017595
Standard Error
21348284.12
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
3.36341E+16
2.0053E+16
5.36871E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
51654596.22
6162718.792
-44396475.51
8715400.496
15334479.34
8715400.496
-14843958.29
12325437.58

MS
F Significance F
1.12114E+16 24.59989 1.68E-09
4.55749E+14

t Stat
8.381786995
-5.09402586
1.759469269
-1.204335196

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
1.15E-10 39234453 64074740
7.06E-06 -6.2E+07 -2.7E+07
0.08545 -2230256 32899215
0.234899
-4E+07 9996329

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
39234452.6 64074740
-61961211.07 -2.7E+07
-2230256.219 32899215
-39684245.54 9996329

NV - IA 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.796526098
R Square
0.634453824
Adjusted R Square
0.609530221
Standard Error
24939812.13
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
4.75003E+16
2.73677E+16
7.48681E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
7263095.212
6917059.342
58671421.46
9782199.134
-2329133.906
10217173.77
8846794.074
14449265.72

MS
F Significance F
1.58334E+16 25.45594 1.05E-09
6.21994E+14

t Stat
1.050026442
5.997774188
-0.22796264
0.612265997

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.299439 -6677322 21203512
3.4E-07 38956695 78386148
0.820731 -2.3E+07 18262227
0.543513
-2E+07 37967376

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-6677321.898 21203512
38956694.52 78386148
-22920494.63 18262227
-20273787.53 37967376

39
NV - MO 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.878721178
R Square
0.772150909
Adjusted R Square
0.756615744
Standard Error
10415322.4
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
1.61753E+16
4.77307E+15
2.09484E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
7085248.547
3006644.596
33099285.55
4252037.565
-302614.3283
4252037.565
6673946.955
6013289.192

MS
F Significance F
5.39177E+15 49.70342 3.51E-14
1.08479E+14

t Stat
2.356530119
7.784335168
-0.071169251
1.109866288

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.022964 1025755 13144743
8.25E-10 24529867 41668704
0.943586 -8872033 8266804
0.273086 -5445041 18792935

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1025754.52 13144743
24529866.91 41668704
-8872032.961 8266804
-5445041.097 18792935

NV - MO 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.815178032
R Square
0.664515224
Adjusted R Square
0.641641261
Standard Error
23748252.43
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
4.91528E+16
2.48151E+16
7.39679E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
5480742.122
6586580.142
60453774.55
9314830.967
-854483.1261
9729023.642
7372143.294
13758917.18

MS
F Significance F
1.63843E+16 29.05116 1.63E-10
5.63979E+14

t Stat
0.832107407
6.490055995
-0.087828251
0.535808392

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.409842 -7793638 18755122
6.42E-08 41680966 79226583
0.930412
-2E+07 18753076
0.594789
-2E+07 35101419

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-7793637.923 18755122
41680966.26 79226583
-20462041.9 18753076
-20357132.26 35101419

40
NV - MO 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.851563891
R Square
0.725161061
Adjusted R Square
0.706422042
Standard Error
23539991.23
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
6.43312E+16
2.43818E+16
8.87129E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
4594611.882
6528818.878
68812538.89
9233144.204
-1645283.63
9643704.601
9172907.248
13638257.84

MS
F Significance F
2.14437E+16 38.69792 2.11E-12
5.54131E+14

t Stat
0.703743199
7.452774198
-0.170607012
0.672586437

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.4853 -8563358 17752582
2.49E-09 50204359 87420718
0.865315 -2.1E+07 17790326
0.504727 -1.8E+07 36659010

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-8563357.984 17752582
50204359.45 87420718
-21080893.18 17790326
-18313195.37 36659010

NY - CO 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.523567698
R Square
0.274123134
Adjusted R Square
0.22463153
Standard Error
38029976.8
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
2.40319E+16
6.36363E+16
8.76681E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
11249834.95
13445627.24
51926686.73
19014988.4
-1772571.875
16467463.01
-12273382.79
23288509.52

MS
F Significance F
8.01062E+15 5.538781 0.002583
1.44628E+15

t Stat
0.836690974
2.730829262
-0.10764086
-0.527014525

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.407288 -1.6E+07 38347716
0.009054 13604496 90248878
0.91477 -3.5E+07 31415419
0.600831 -5.9E+07 34661524

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-15848046.21 38347716
13604495.69 90248878
-34960562.85 31415419
-59208289.74 34661524

41
NY - CO 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.492964946
R Square
0.243014438
Adjusted R Square
0.191401786
Standard Error
42441221.59
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
2.54433E+16
7.92553E+16
1.04699E+17

Coefficients
Standard Error
10205843.41
12251725.36
41879743.25
17326556.16
1934983.166
17326556.16
7351098.487
24503450.71

MS
F Significance F
8.48109E+15 4.708428 0.006175
1.80126E+15

t Stat
0.833012748
2.417084091
0.111677309
0.300002582

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.409337 -1.4E+07 34897573
0.019858 6960364 76799123
0.911587 -3.3E+07 36854363
0.765588 -4.2E+07 56734559

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-14485886.61 34897573
6960363.784 76799123
-32984396.3 36854363
-42032361.54 56734559

CO - NY 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.562099037
R Square
0.315955328
Adjusted R Square
0.269315918
Standard Error
46276108.88
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
4.35219E+16
9.4225E+16
1.37747E+17

Coefficients
Standard Error
43676219.75
11948439.93
-33402106.65
16897645.8
49810788.58
19511720.71
-42643848.9
27593740.05

MS
F Significance F
1.45073E+16 6.774428 0.000744
2.14148E+15

t Stat
3.655390996
-1.976731376
2.552864984
-1.545417505

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.000681 19595721 67756718
0.05436 -6.7E+07 652860.8
0.014229 10487499 89134078
0.129408 -9.8E+07 12967680

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
19595721.34 67756718
-67457074.08 652860.8
10487499.34 89134078
-98255377.86 12967680
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NY - IA 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.603441108
R Square
0.364141171
Adjusted R Square
0.32078716
Standard Error
35692686.24
Observations
48
ANOVA
df

SS
3.21011E+16
5.60546E+16
8.81557E+16

MS
1.07004E+16
1.27397E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error
17529131.22
9215811.96
44296693.71
13033126.26
3218048.762
15049357.91
15410563.32
21283006.06

t Stat
1.902071276
3.398777302
0.213832961
0.724078322

Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

F Significance F
8.39925 0.000159

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.063721 -1044117 36102380
0.001448 18030154 70563234
0.831665 -2.7E+07 33548037
0.47285 -2.7E+07 58303644

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-1044117.378 36102380
18030153.64 70563234
-27111939.19 33548037
-27482516.99 58303644

IA - NY 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.581535986
R Square
0.338184103
Adjusted R Square
0.293060292
Standard Error
39577910.61
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
3.52188E+16
6.89221E+16
1.04141E+17

Coefficients
Standard Error
78305901.69
11425158.67
-56425443.59
16157614.35
-9404600.793
16157614.35
5465290.423
22850317.35

MS
F Significance F
1.17396E+16 7.494582 0.000371
1.56641E+15

t Stat
6.853813057
-3.492189031
-0.582053798
0.239177878

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
1.87E-08 55280007 1.01E+08
0.001104 -8.9E+07 -2.4E+07
0.563501 -4.2E+07 23158931
0.812078 -4.1E+07 51517079

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
55280007.37 1.01E+08
-88988975.63 -2.4E+07
-41968132.83 23158931
-40586498.22 51517079

43
NY - MO 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.660330281
R Square
0.43603608
Adjusted R Square
0.397583995
Standard Error
27435713.62
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
2.56069E+16
3.31196E+16
5.87265E+16

Coefficients
Standard Error
6259817.131
7609297.863
36515965.46
10761172.24
1368730.133
11239677.83
17038633.03
15895304.83

MS
F Significance F
8.53562E+15 11.33973 1.23E-05
7.52718E+14

t Stat
0.822653712
3.393307407
0.121776634
1.071928675

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.415141 -9075715 21595349
0.001471 14828248 58203683
0.90363 -2.1E+07 24020812
0.289596 -1.5E+07 49073515

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-9075715.047 21595349
14828247.87 58203683
-21283352.12 24020812
-14996248.9 49073515

NY - MO 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.535239039
R Square
0.286480829
Adjusted R Square
0.237831795
Standard Error
42463507.4
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
3.18548E+16
7.93386E+16
1.11193E+17

Coefficients
Standard Error
5348028.217
12258158.71
46737558.44
17335654.3
559613.5
17335654.3
8726468.152
24516317.43

MS
F Significance F
1.06183E+16 5.888726 0.001804
1.80315E+15

t Stat
0.43628316
2.696036597
0.032281072
0.355945308

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.664765 -1.9E+07 30052724
0.009904 11799843 81675274
0.974394 -3.4E+07 35497329
0.723583 -4.1E+07 58135859

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-19356667.37 30052724
11799842.87 81675274
-34378102.06 35497329
-40682923.03 58135859

44
NY - MO 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.490866858
R Square
0.240950273
Adjusted R Square
0.189196882
Standard Error
55819014.32
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
4.35185E+16
1.37094E+17
1.80612E+17

Coefficients
Standard Error
4287184.271
16113561.47
57117112.42
22788017.17
-893321.4375
22788017.17
5985258.934
32227122.94

MS
F Significance F
1.45062E+16 4.655739 0.006532
3.11576E+15

t Stat
0.266060627
2.506453808
-0.039201368
0.185721169

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.791435 -2.8E+07 36761934
0.015964 11190882 1.03E+08
0.968907 -4.7E+07 45032909
0.853517 -5.9E+07 70934758

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-28187565.03 36761934
11190881.53 1.03E+08
-46819552.33 45032909
-58964239.66 70934758

NY - NV 1
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.128757536
R Square
0.016578503
Adjusted R Square
-0.050472963
Standard Error
46373672.91
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

SS
1.59515E+15
9.46228E+16
9.62179E+16

MS
5.31716E+14
2.15052E+15

Coefficients
Standard Error
51548906.3
13386926.27
536680.355
18931972.69
13246144.55
18931972.69
-3960062.893
26773852.54

t Stat
3.850690238
0.028347831
0.699670592
-0.147907847

3
44
47

F Significance F
0.24725 0.862848

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.000378 24569329 78528483
0.977513 -3.8E+07 38691564
0.487816 -2.5E+07 51401028
0.883091 -5.8E+07 49999091

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
24569329.17 78528483
-37618203.52 38691564
-24908739.33 51401028
-57919217.14 49999091

45
NV - NY 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.088348694
R Square
0.007805492
Adjusted R Square
-0.059844134
Standard Error
56967441.18
Observations
48
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Treatment (indep)
time (b/a)
interaction term

3
44
47

SS
1.12334E+15
1.42793E+17
1.43916E+17

Coefficients
Standard Error
59362222.44
15799925.4
6572294.232
22344468.79
2773009.013
23338036.5
3744651.155
33004967.74

MS
F Significance F
3.74445E+14 0.115381 0.95063
3.24529E+15

t Stat
3.757120426
0.294135175
0.118819294
0.113457198

P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%
0.000502 27519565 91204880
0.770038 -3.8E+07 51604612
0.905959 -4.4E+07 49807731
0.910184 -6.3E+07 70261793

Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
27519565.11 91204880
-38460023.63 51604612
-44261713 49807731
-62772490.61 70261793
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